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 You will be able to customize the rate for each customer and also its limits. This can be done by providing the login information
or your login id and password. Features of Alamedia HotSpot The Alamedia HotSpot features the below mentioned. Manage
more than 50 hotspots at a single time. Create access control for the hotspots using user ID and password. Different types of

billing methods are available. Multi-language support. Support for free and non-free hotspots. Manage the available bandwidth
on the hotspot. Manage the chargeback ratio for the users. Easily share hotspots using QR codes. Manage the limit of bandwidth
or data used by the hotspot. Easy data setup. Quota setup. Manage customer’s data on the mobile devices. Manage Hotspot from

web-based UI. Manage multiple hotspots from one single application. Back-end billing API. Manage the settings of hotspots
from different clients. User details are stored in the database. Supported Hotspots It supports a wide range of hotspots. The

supported hotspots are managed with the below table. Thing to Know Before Getting Started with HotSpot Management Tool
The downloading of the trial version will provide a 30 day free trial for the setup. The trial version is in active development. The
Hotspot management tool comes in the trial version. If you wish to take the trial version, then you have to register yourself. The
registration is free and you can sign-up at any time. You will receive an email notification from the email id provided during the

registration. The trial version may ask you to make some registration information. You must agree with the information and
follow the instructions. FAQs What is Alamedia Hotspot? Alamedia HotSpot is the software that helps you in managing your
WiFi hotspots and billing your users for the Internet usage. With the help of Alamedia HotSpot you can get data quota, data

limits, billing methods and bandwidth for the users. This also provides an application that allows the users to view, manage and
download the hotspot. How can I buy the Alamedia Hotspot? You can buy Alamedia HotSpot from the 82157476af
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